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Abstract
The polymorphic lambda-calculus can be modelled using PERs on a partial combinatory al-
gebra. We say that the type of natural numbers (polynat) is polymorphically standard in such
a model if the interpretation of the type only contains (the interpretations of) the Church nu-
merals. We show that this is not always the case by constructing an explicit counterexample.
On the other hand, when the PCA has either (strong) equality or weak equality plus a form of
continuity, we show polynat is standard.
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1. Introduction
Some very simple and natural models of the polymorphic lambda-calculus, also
known as system F, can be constructed from partial equivalence relations (PERs) on
partial combinatory algebras (PCAs). The important case where the PCA is the natural
numbers with Kleene application (K1) has been studied by many. Even for this model
there are open problems, but we do know that the interpretation of (the type used to
represent) the natural numbers (polynat) is ‘standard’ in the sense that all its elements
are interpretations of closed terms. In this article we shall see that even though this
property holds for models satisfying quite general conditions, it does not hold for all
(PCA PER) models. This can be seen as a reason why one may want to consider less
general classes of models, such as parametric models.
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2. Standard natural numbers
A partial combinatory algebra (PCA) is a pair (A; ·), where A is a set and · is a
partial binary operation on A such that there are two elements K; S ∈A which satisfy
∀x; y; z ∈A : Kxy  x ∧ Sxy↓ ∧ Sxyz  xz(yz);
where uvw means (u · v) ·w. By deBnition u= v implies u↓ and v↓, and u v means
(u ↓∨ v ↓)→ u= v. We follow the convention writing ab for (a · b1) : : : · bn, and anb
for a ( : : : (ab) : : :)
←n times→
.
Observe that PCAs are sometimes called Sch5on6nkel algebras, and that the property
Sxy↓ is never actually needed. A PCA is trivial if K = S. IfA is trivial, thenA= {K}.
As mentioned above, there is an important PCA formed by the natural numbers and
Kleene application (m · n{m}(n)). It is called the Brst Kleene algebra and will be
denoted K1. For more about PCAs, see [1].
A partial equivalence relation (PER) is a binary relation which is symmetric and
transitive. The PERs on any PCA A form a model of system F, in which each type
T is interpreted as a PER <T =⊆A×A. The terms t :T are interpreted as elements
<t=∈A such that (<t=; <t=)∈ <T =.
2.1. The interpretation of polynat
The type N=∀X: (X →X )→ (X →X ), which we shall call polynat, is used to rep-
resent the natural numbers in system F. The closed terms of type N are (up to
-equivalence) exactly the church numerals, i.e. terms of the form X:(y :X →X ):
(z :X ):y(y : : : (y
←n times→
z) : : :)), which we shall denote Fn. For more about this form of repre-
sentation see [2]. Also, for details on PER semantics the reader should consult other
texts. We just recall that
<N= =
{
(x; x′) ∈A2
∣∣∣∣ ∀R ∈ PER(A):∀(y; y
′) ∈ (R→ R):
∀(z; z′) ∈ R:(xyz; x′y′z′) ∈ R
}
;
where R→R= {(y; y′)∈A2 | ∀(z; z′)∈R:(yz; y′z′)∈R}.
For any PER R let Rt = {x | (x; x)∈R}. The question is: Does <N= t contain other
elements than those of the form < Fn= ? More precisely we ask whether
∀x ∈ <N= t :∃n: (x; < Fn=) ∈ <N= (∗)
since elements which belong to the same equivalence class are considered equal in the
model. If (∗) holds, we shall say that polynat is (polymorphically) standard in A.
There are various ways of representing the natural numbers in a PCA. For instance,
we may use n= < Fn=. If (m; n)∈ <N= for some m = n, then the PCA must be trivial. Hence,
in a non-trivial PCA the elements n are distinct. Suppose that Ff :N→N represents a
function f on the natural numbers in system F. Then f= < Ff= represents the same
function in the PCA:
∀(x; n) ∈ <N= : (f x; f n) ∈ <N=:
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In particular, let s represent the successor function. Then (sn0; n)∈ <N=. We might as
well deBne n to be sn0, so without loss of generality, we shall assume that they are
equal. Finally, we shall omit the underscore (writing n instead of n) where this is
unlikely to cause any confusion.
We go on to consider <N= in some more detail.
Proposition 2.1. For all f; a ∈A
∃R ∈ PER(A):f ∈ (R→ R)t ∧ a ∈ Rt i, ∀n : fna ↓ :
Proof. (⇒) We show by a simple induction on n that ∀n:fna∈Rt . By deBnition u∈Rt
implies u↓.
(⇐) Let R= {(fna; fna)}n∈!. Then f∈ (R→R)t and a∈Rt .
By an N-algebra we shall mean a pair (f; a)∈A2 such that ∀n:fna↓. For all
F ∈ <N= t , we have Ffa∈ ({(fna; fna)}n)t . Thus we get:
Proposition 2.2. Let F;G ∈ <N= t .
(i) If (f; a) is an N-algebra, then Ffa=fna for some n.
(ii) (F;G)∈ <N= i, ∀(f; a) :N-alg.Ffa=Gfa.
In particular Fs0= n for some n.
Proposition 2.3. Polynat is standard in A i,
∀F ∈ <N= t :∀(f; a) : N-alg Ffa = (Fs0)fa: (∗∗)
Proof. (∗)⇒ (∗∗): Assume that (F; n)∈ <N=. For all (f; a) :N-alg Ffa= nfa. Hence,
Ffa= nfa=(ns0)fa=(Fs0)fa.
(∗∗)⇒ (∗): Fs0= n for some n; so for all N-algebras (f; a) we have Ffa= nfa.
By Proposition 2.2 (F; n)∈ <N=.
3. Sucient conditions
There are two proofs that polynat is universal inK1, which use di&erent properties of
this PCA. The Brst is due to Freyd in [3] and uses the fact thatK1 has an element which
represents equality. We start by showing how Freyd’s technique may be generalised to
any PCA with equality.
3.1. Equality implies standard numbers
Let A be a PCA with (strong) equality, in the sense that for some D∈A
∀a; b; x; y ∈A:(a = b→ Dabxy = x) ∧ (a = b→ Dabxy = y):
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(This implies that if A is non-trivial, then A is partial and non-extensional, see the
exercises in Section VI.2 of [1].) We show that polynat is standard in A.
For every m let Nm be such that Fsm= sNmm=m+ Nm. For all n¿0, k¿1 let
sn; k(r) =
{
n if r + 1 = n+ k;
r + 1 otherwise:
sn; k is represented by some sn; k ∈A (which we shall denote sn; k as well).
Let x∼y stand for (x; y)∈ <N=.
Claim 1. If n+ k6m, then Fsn; km∼ sNmn; km.
Proof. The idea is to let R= {(i; i)}i¿m, so that (sn; k ; s)∈ (R→R) and Fsn; km=Fsm.
But since sn; k is deBned only up to equivalence in <N=, we must instead use
R = {(x; y) ∈A2 | ∃(i; j) ∈ R : {(x; i); (j; y)} ⊆ <N=}:
Now (sn; k ; s)∈ (R→R) and (Fsn; km; Fsm)∈R⊆ <N= and sNmm∼ sNmn; km.
It is possible, using the general theory for PCAs, to Bnd an sn; k ∈A which represents
sn; k ‘on the nose’, i.e. such that sn; km= sn; km for all m. By using this and assuming A
to be non-trivial the rest of this section can be somewhat simpliBed, but we consider
the current approach to be more natural.
Claim 2. If n+ k¿m, then Fsn; km∼ sNmn; km.
Proof. Let R= {(i; i)}i¡n ∪{(i + rk; i + sk)}i¿n∧r; s¿0.
Then (sn; k ; s)∈ (R→R), so (Fsn; km; Fsm)∈R and (Fsn; km; sNmn; km)∈R.
For all i; j ¿ 0: If (sin; km; s
j
n; km)∈R, then (sin; km; sjn; km)∈ <N=. Hence, Fsn; km∼ sNmn; km.
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Claim 3. Nm=Nm′ for all m;m′.
(For non-trivial A this is the same as saying Nm=Nm′ .)
Proof. First let n=m+ Nm + 1 and assume n¡m′. Let R be the PER generated by
{(m+ i; m′ + i)}i6Nm ∪ {(n; m′ + i)}i¿Nm :
Then sn;1 ∈ (R→R)t and (Fsn;1m; Fsn;1m′)∈R. By Claims 1 and 2 we have (m+ Nm;
m′ + Nm′)∈R, and it follows that Nm=Nm′ .
Thus, for suMciently large m′′ we have Nm=Nm′′ =Nm′ .
Combining the claims, we have: There is a number N such that for all m, n and
k¿1 we have Fsm= sNm and Fsn; km∼ sNn; km. So far we have not used that A has
equality.
Let (f; a) be an N-algebra. We say that (f; a) is 6nite if {fia}i is Bnite and in6nite
if {fia}i is inBnite.
Claim 4. If (f; a) is a 6nite N-algebra, then Ffa=fNa.
Proof. Since (f; a) is Bnite, we can Bnd m, n and k¿1 such that fn+ka=fna and
{fia}i ∩{m+ i}i = ∅.
Using equality we may deBne g∈A such that for all i gia=fia and gim∼ sim+n; k m.
(Let gn+km= gnm= snm+n; k m.)
(i) By considering R= {(gia; gia)}i we get Fga=Ffa.
(ii) Let R= {(gim; gim)}i. By considering R we get Fgm∼Fsm+n; km; and thus
Fgm= gNm.
(iii) Using the PER generated by {(gia; gim)}i we get Fga= gNa.
Hence, Ffa=Fga= gNa=fNa.
Claim 5. If (f; a) is an in6nite N-algebra, then Ffa=fNa.
Proof. Assume that {fia}i is inBnite. Using equality we may deBne for each n an
element fn, which relates to f as sn;1 relates to s (but on the nose!). By an argument
similar to the proof of Claim 2 we have Ffna=Ffa for suMciently large n. (fn; a) is
Bnite, so now we may use Claim 4.
Classically, an N-algebra is either Bnite or inBnite, so we have
∀(f; a) : N-alg: Ffa = fNa:
This concludes the proof of:
Theorem 3.1. If A is a PCA with equality, then polynat is standard in A.
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3.2. Continuity implies standard numbers
One thing which makes system F interesting is that we may represent not only
the natural numbers but all sorts of algebraic types in it. In [4] it is shown that all
such types are standard in K1, exploiting two properties of K1 which we shall call
continuity and weak equality.
Let A be an arbitrary PCA. A has N-continuity if
∀F ∈ <N=t :∀(f; a) : N-alg :∃n :∀(g; b) : N-alg:
(∀i ¡ n : gib = fia)→ Fgb = Ffa:
A has weak equality if
∀X ⊆Bn A :∃D ∈A :∀a; b ∈ X: ∀x; y ∈A :
(a = b→ Dabxy = x) ∧ (a = b→ Dabxy = y):
Theorem 3.2. Let A be a PCA with weak equality. Then polynat is standard in A
i, A has N-continuity.
Proof. The only place in the Proof of Theorem 3.1 where we use strong equality is in
the proof of Claim 5. However, Claim 5 follows easily from Claim 4 and continuity.
For Claim 4 we only need weak equality.
For the other direction observe that each n∈ <N= is in fact uniformly continuous,
since gnb=fna→ ngb= nfa.
4. A PCA with a ‘non-standard number’
In this section we shall construct a PCA in which polynat is not standard. Alas, it
is a syntactical construction of little interest in itself. It remains to be seen if one can
Bnd ‘naturally occurring’ PCAs with the same property.
Observe that, by Proposition 2.2, PCAs do not have non-standard numbers in the
ordinary (Brst order) sense. Instead, an element F ∈ <N= t such that ∀n:(F; n) =∈ <N= will
be some kind of ‘schizophrenic’ Church numeral. More precisely, there will be N-
algebras (f; a); (g; b) and numbers m; n such that
Ffa = fma = fna ∧ Fgb = gnb = gmb:
In [1] Beeson describes various PCAs, among them a term-model consisting of normal
K; S-terms. The idea of the PCA below is to make a similar construction with three
new symbols h; r; o, where h should be a non-standard number and (r; o) should be the
N-algebra on which h behaves unusually.
Furthermore, we add a set of symbols denoting partial equality predicates in order
to show that weak equality is not suMcient to ensure that polynat is standard. By
Theorem 3.2 this PCA cannot have N-continuity, so h must depend on an inBnite
number of values.
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Our initial idea was to adjoin a non-standard number to an arbitrary PCA in a way
similar to how one can add a generic real to a model of set theory. This turned out
to be diMcult. The current approach may be seen as a special case, where the initial
PCA is the normal term model.
4.1. The PCA
Let S be a signature consisting of one binary function symbol ·, Bve constant
symbols K; S; o; r; h and a set of constant symbols {Di}i∈!. Let A be the set of S-
terms, and for each a∈A let size(a) denote the number of symbols in a.
We will deBne a partial normalisation function |−| :A*A. Observe that every a∈A
is of the form cb, where c is a constant, so assume a= cb1 : : : bn. If |bi|↑ for some i,
let |a|↑. Otherwise, let di = |bi| for each i and deBne |a| as follows:
|Kb| 
{
Kd if n ¡ 2;
|d1d3 : : : dn| otherwise;
|Sb| 
{
Sd if n ¡ 3;
|d1d3(d2d3)d4 : : : dn| otherwise;
|ob| 
{
o if n = 0;
↑ otherwise;
|rb| 


r if n = 0;
ri+1o if n = 1 and d1 = rio;
↑ otherwise;
|Dib| 


Did if n ¡ 4;
|d3d5 : : : dn| if d1 = d2 and size(d1); size(d2) ¡ i;
|d4d5 : : : dn| if d1 = d2 and size(d1); size(d2) ¡ i;
↑ otherwise;
|hb| 


hd if n ¡ 2;
↑ if |d1id2| ↑ for some i;
|(d12d2)d3 : : : dn| if {|d1id2|}i ∩ {rjo}j is inBnite;
|(d1d2) : : : dn| otherwise:
When |a| is deBned, it has a well-founded computation tree, which we shall denote
tree(a).
We deBne the set of normal terms B= {a∈A | |a|= a} and · :B2*B by a · b |ab|.
Our Brst aim is to show that (B; ·) is a PCA.
Proposition 4.1. If |a|= b, then |b|= b.
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Proof. By induction on (the structure=height of) tree(a) we see that if |a|↓, then |a| is
of one of the forms rio; K; K x; S; Sx; : : : . The proposition then follows by induction
on the structure of b.
Proposition 4.2. |ab|  ||a| |b|| for all a; b∈A.
Proof. It follows easily from the previous proposition that |ab|  |a|b||, so assume
without loss that |b|= b.
Intuitively, the proof is by induction on the steps in the computation of |a|:
Assume that a= cd1 : : : dn, where c is a constant. If |di|↑ for some i, both sides will
be undeBned; so assume |di|= ei for each i.
If |a|= ce, we may again use Proposition 4.1. Otherwise, we have the following
cases:
• If c= o or c= r ∧ n¿1, then both sides are undeBned.
• If c=K ∧ n¿2, then
||Kd|b|  ||e1e3 : : : en|b| 
IH
|e1e3 : : : enb|  |Kdb|:
• The remaining cases are treated similarly.
Formally, what we do is this: (1) Extend the deBnition of tree(a) to an arbitrary a
in such a way that |a|↓ i& tree(a) is well-founded (i.e. has no inBnite chain). Write
a′≺ a if |a′| must be computed in order to compute |a|.
(2) Show that: If |a′b|  ||a′|b| and height(tree(a′b))¿height(tree(a′)) hold for all
a′≺ a, then a has the same properties.
From this the proposition follows.
Lemma 4.3. (B; ·) is a PCA.
Proof. K ∈B and (K · x) ·y= ||Kx|y|= |Kxy|= x for all x; y∈B.
S ∈B and (S · x) ·y= ||Sx|y|= |Sxy|= Sxy and ((S · x) ·y) · z|Sxyz|  |xz(yz)|

Prop 4:2
||xz||yz|| (x · z) · (y · z) for all x; y; z ∈B.
4.2. A non-standard number
Since (B; ·) is a PCA, the natural numbers can be represented in B in the usual way.
And since the terms built only from K and S form a sub-PCA of B, the numbers will
be represented by such terms.
We proceed to show that in the model of system F based on B h is a non-standard
number, i.e. an element in <N= t which is not equivalent to any of the Church numerals.
Lemma 4.4. For all n (n; h) =∈ <N=.
Proof. If R= {(rio; rio)}i, then r ∈ (R→R). Hence,
(n; h) ∈ <N=⇒ nro = hro⇒ rno = r2o⇒ n = 2:
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On the other hand, if R= {(i; i)}i, then s ∈ (R→R) and
(n; h)∈ <N=⇒ n s 0 = h s 0⇒ n = 1:
B is non-trivial, so 1 =2.
It remains to prove that h∈ <N= t . In order to do this we shall extend the signature with
a new symbol and show how the PCA based on the new signature relates to (B; ·).
From this the result will follow quite easily.
Let S′ be S extended with a new constant symbol oˆ, which should be thought of
as an alias for o, except that we let size(oˆ)=∞. Let A′ denote the corresponding set
of terms, and extend the normalisation operation as follows:
|rb| 


r if n = 0;
ri+1o if n = 1 and d1 = rio;
ri+1oˆ if n=1 and d1 = rioˆ;
↑ otherwise;
|hb| 


hd if n ¡ 2;
↑ if |d1id2| ↑ for some i;
|(d12d2)d3 : : : dn| if {|d1id2|}i ∩ C is inBnite;
|(d1d2) : : : dn| otherwise;
where C = {rjo}j ∪{rjoˆ}j. (B′; ·) is deBned and shown to be a PCA just as for (B; ·).
For each a∈A′ let 2a=max{i |Di occurs in a}; and for each n let Ca=C\{rio}i¡2a =
{c∈C | ∀Di ∈ a:size(c)¿i}.
Proposition 4.5. Suppose a∈A′ and b∈Ca and |a[b=oˆ]|↓ (where a[b=oˆ] denotes the
term where oˆ is replaced by b). Then for all c∈C we have |a[c=oˆ]|↓ and |a[c=oˆ]|=
|a|[c=oˆ].
Proof. The proof is by induction on tree(a[b=oˆ]). None of the cases are diMcult. If
a=Didexy the assumption on b assures us that oˆ does not occur in d or e.
If a= hfd, observe that by IH ∀i:|(fid)[c=oˆ]|= |(fid)|[c=oˆ]. From this it follows
that {|fid|}i ∩C is inBnite i& {|(fid)[c=oˆ]|}i ∩C is inBnite.
Proposition 4.6. If a∈A′, |a|↓, b∈B′ and |a[b=oˆ]|↓, then |a[b=oˆ]|= |a|[b=oˆ].
Proof. By the previous proposition we may assume that b =∈C. The proof is by induc-
tion on the tree(a), and the only interesting case is a= hfd. By IH ∀i:|(fid)[b=oˆ]|=
|(fid)|[b=oˆ].
If |fid| ∈C\{oˆ} or |fid|[b=oˆ]∈C, then oˆ does not occur in |fid|. Thus, {fid}i ∩C
is inBnite i& {(fid)[b=oˆ]}i ∩C is inBnite.
Lemma 4.7. h∈ <N= t .
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Proof. Let R be a PER on B with (f; g) ∈ (R→R) and (a; b)∈R. We must show that
(|hfa|; |hgb|)∈R. By assumption |fia|↓ and |gib|↓ for every i.
By symmetry it is suMcient to show that if {|fia|}i ∩C is inBnite, then hgb= g2b;
so assume that {|fia|}i ∩C is inBnite and let n¿2f such that |fma|= rno for some m.
|fm+1a|  |f(rno)|↓ , so by the above propositions |fx|= |foˆ|[x=oˆ] whenever |fx|↓.
From this it follows that a∈C, and that |fx| ↓→ |rkx|↓ for some k¿1. Hence, Rt ⊆C.
Now let n¿2g such that rno∈Rt . Since |g(rno)|↓ we may again use the above
propositions and get
∃k; l :∀i : |gib| = rki+lo:
If k =0, then hgb= gb= g2b. Otherwise, {|gib|}i ∩C is inBnite, so hgb= g2b.
Theorem 4.8. Polynat is not standard in (B; ·).
Proof. By Lemmas 4.4 and 4.7.
5. Conclusion
In this somewhat technical paper we have seen that in PCAs with weak equality
polynat is (polymorphically) standard iff we have N-continuity. In [4] K1 is shown to
have these properties, whereas above we have constructed a PCA with weak equality
in which polynat is not standard. (This refutes a conjecture made by the author at the
Domains VI workshop: That polynat is always standard in such models.)
We consider weak equality to be a natural property for PCAs. N-continuity (and
in general T -continuity where T is a closed algebraic type) seems more ad hoc. It is
perhaps more natural then to consider the stronger notion ‘parametricity’ (see e.g. [5]).
Since parametricity implies standard algebraic types, our model is certainly not para-
metric.
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